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Abstract Many application scenarios can significantly
benefit from the identification and processing of similari-
ties in the data. Even though some work has been done to
extend the semantics of some operators, for example join
and selection, to be aware of data similarities, there has
not been much study on the role and implementation of
similarity-aware operations as first-class database operators.
Furthermore, very little work has addressed the problem of
evaluating and optimizing queries that combine several simi-
larity operations. The focus of this paper is the study of simi-
larity queries that contain one or multiple first-class similarity
database operators such as Similarity Selection, Similarity
Join, and Similarity Group-by. Particularly, we analyze the
implementation techniques of several similarity operators,
introduce a consistent and comprehensive conceptual evalu-
ation model for similarity queries, and present a rich set of
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transformation rules to extend cost-based query optimization
to the case of similarity queries.
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1 Introduction

It is widely recognized that the move from exact semantics
of data and queries to imprecise and approximate semantics
is one of the key paradigm shifts in data management. Many
application scenarios like marketing analysis, sensor net-
works, and biological applications can greatly benefit from
the identification and processing of similarities in data. Some
techniques have been proposed to extend certain data opera-
tions, for example join and selection, to make use of data sim-
ilarities. However, there has not been much work on the study
of similarity-aware operations as physical database opera-
tors. Furthermore, there is very little work on the important
problem of evaluating and optimizing queries with multiple
similarity operations (similarity queries). Similarity queries
enable answering more complex and interesting questions
like the following (business scenario):

– Find the closest three suppliers for every customer within
100 miles from our Chicago headquarters.

– Considering the customers that are located within 200
miles from our Chicago headquarters, cluster the cus-
tomers around certain locations of interest, and report
the size of each cluster.

– For every customer, identify its closest 3 suppliers and
for each such supplier, identify its closest 2 potential new
suppliers.

The focus of this paper is the study of similarity queries
with one or multiple physical similarity database operators.
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We describe several similarity operators and introduce a
comprehensive conceptual evaluation model for similarity
queries. Moreover, we present a rich set of transformation
rules that enable cost-based query optimization of similarity
queries.

This paper builds on two other papers [1,2]. The work
on these previous papers focuses mainly on the independent
study of two similarity database operators: Similarity Group-
by (SGB) [1] and Similarity Join (SJ) [2]. These operators
were also presented in two demonstration papers [3,4]. In
this paper, we consider the fundamental problems of the eval-
uation and optimization of similarity queries with multiple
similarity operators. The main contributions of this paper are:

– We consolidate work on previously proposed first-class
similarity database operators. We present the Similar-
ity Group-by and the Similarity Join operators (Sect.
3.1), their generic definitions, and multiple instances.
We present the guidelines to implement these operators
(Sect. 5) and the results of their performance and scala-
bility evaluation.

– We introduce a comprehensive conceptual evaluation
order for similarity queries with multiple similarity oper-
ators (Similarity Group-by, Similarity Join, and Similar-
ity Selection). This evaluation order specifies a clear and
consistent way to execute a similarity query. It also spec-
ifies unambiguously what the result of a similarity query
is, even in the presence of various similarity operators
(Sect. 3).

– We present a rich set of equivalence rules to transform
query plans with multiple similarity operators (Sect. 4).
The presented rules can be used to transform the concep-
tual evaluation plan into more efficient equivalent plans.
The presented rules include: (i) rules to combine and sep-
arate multiple similarity predicates (Sect. 4.1); (ii) core
equivalence rules, for example, commutativity, distrib-
utivity, and associativity of similarity operators (Sect.
4.2); and (iii) rules that exploit interesting properties
of distance functions to generate more efficient plans
(Sect. 4.3).

– We identify several key general transformation guide-
lines for similarity query optimization and show how
multiple transformation rules can be applied to transform
complex similarity queries (Sect. 4.5).

– We evaluate experimentally the effectiveness of several
proposed transformation rules and show that they can
generate plans with execution times that are only 10–
70% of the ones of the initial query plans (Sect. 6).

While the examples presented in this paper consider the
case of numeric and vector data, unless otherwise stated, the
definition of similarity operators, the conceptual evaluation
model, and the equivalence rules presented in the paper are
applicable to any data type and distance function.

The new material is not only more than 50 % of this paper
but also the focus of it. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 intro-
duces the conceptual evaluation order for similarity queries.
Section 4 presents transformation rules for similarity queries.
Section 5 presents the implementation guidelines of simi-
larity operators. The performance evaluation of the imple-
mented operators and the evaluation of the effectiveness of
transformation rules are studied in Sect. 6. Section 7 presents
the conclusions and future research directions.

2 Related work

Clustering, one of the oldest similarity-aware operations, has
been studied extensively, for example, in pattern recogni-
tion, biology, statistics, and data mining. Of special interest
is the work on clustering of large datasets. CURE [5] and
BIRCH [6] are two clustering algorithms based on sampling
and summaries, respectively. They use only one pass over
the data and hence reduce notably the execution time of clus-
tering. However, their execution times are still significantly
slower than that of the standard group-by. The main differ-
ences between these operations and the Similarity Group-by
operators we present are: (i) the execution times of the Sim-
ilarity Group-by operators are very close to that of the reg-
ular group-by; (ii) Similarity Group-by operators are fully
integrated with the query engine, allowing the direct use of
their results in complex query pipelines for further analysis;
and (iii) the computation of aggregation functions in Sim-
ilarity Group-by is integrated in the grouping process and
considers all the tuples in each group, not a summary or
a subset based on sampling. Several clustering algorithms
have been implemented in data mining systems. In general,
the use of clustering is via a complex data mining model,
and the implementation is not integrated with the standard
query processing engine. The work by Zhang and Huang [7]
proposes some SQL constructs to make clustering facilities
available from SQL in the context of spatial data. Basically,
these constructs act as wrappers of conventional clustering
algorithms, but no further integration with database systems
is studied. Li et al. [8] extend the group-by operator to approx-
imately cluster the tuples in a pre-defined number of clusters.
Their framework makes use of conventional clustering algo-
rithms, for example, K-means; and employs summaries and
bitmap indices to integrate clustering and ranking into data-
base systems. Our study differs from the work by Li et al.
in that (i) we focus on similarity grouping operators with-
out the tight coupling to ranking; (ii) our framework does
not depend on costly conventional clustering algorithms, but
rather allows the specification of the desired grouping using
descriptive properties such as group size and compactness;
and (iii) we consider optimization techniques for queries that
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combine Similarity Group-by and other operators. Previous
work on data reconciliation proposed SQL extensions to sup-
port user-defined similarity functions for grouping purposes
[9] and similarity grouping predicates [10]. This previous
work focuses on string similarity and similarity predicates
to reconcile records. Although Similarity Group-by can be
used for this purpose, they are more general and are fully
integrated into the query engine.

Significant work has been carried out on the extension
of certain common operations such as Join and Selection to
make use of similarities in the data. This work introduced
the semantics of the extended operations and proposed tech-
niques to implement them primarily as standalone operations
outside of a Database Management System (DBMS) query
engine rather than as physical database operators. Several
types of Similarity Join have been proposed in the literature,
for instance, range distance join (retrieves all pairs whose
distances are smaller than a pre-defined threshold ε) [11],
k-Distance join (retrieves the k most-similar pairs) [12], and
kNN-join (retrieves, for each tuple in one table, the k nearest
neighbors in the other table) [13]. Also of importance is the
work on Similarity Join techniques that make use of relational
database technology [14,15]. These techniques are applica-
ble only to string or set-based data. The general approach
pre-processes the data and query, for example, decomposes
data and query strings into sets of grams (substrings of a
string that are used as its signature), and stores the results of
this stage on separate relational tables. Then, the result of the
Similarity Join can be obtained using standard SQL state-
ments. A key difference between this work and ours is that
we focus on studying the properties, optimization techniques
such as query transformation rules, and implementation tech-
niques of several types of Similarity Join as database oper-
ators themselves rather than studying the way a Similarity
Join can be answered using standard operators.

Similarity Selection operations can be seen as special
cases of Similarity Joins with single-tuple inner relations.
Among recent contributions on Similarity Selection are the
study of fast indices and algorithms for set-based Similarity
Selection using semantic properties for search space pruning
[16], a quantitative cost-based approach to build high-quality
grams to support selection queries on strings [17], and dimen-
sionality reduction techniques to support similarity search
using the Earth Mover’s Distance [18].

The work by Adali et al. [19] proposes an algebra for simi-
larity queries and presents extensions of simple algebra rules
to the case of similarity operators. A framework for simi-
larity query optimization using simple equivalence rules is
presented by Ferreira et al. [20]. These two papers do not
consider Similarity Group-by or all the types of Similarity
Join we consider. Traina et al. [21] propose an extension to
the relational algebra to support similarity predicates com-
bined using Boolean operators. This work, however, does not

consider Similarity Join, Similarity Group-by, and queries
that combine non-similarity and similarity predicates. Bari-
oni et al. [22] propose SQL syntax to express queries that
use both non-similarity and similarity predicates. Baioco
et al. [23] present a cost model to estimate the number of
I/O accesses and distance calculations to answer similarity
queries over data indexed using metric access methods. These
two papers only consider ε-Join and kNN-joins. The main
difference between the work in [19–22] and our work is that
we present a comprehensive model to evaluate queries with
multiple similarity operators (Similarity Group-by, Similar-
ity Join, and Similarity Selection), and a rich set of trans-
formation rules for queries with multiple non-similarity and
similarity operators.

3 Conceptual evaluation of similarity queries

Many real-world scenarios can benefit from the support of
queries with multiple similarity operators. One of the core
elements to support generic similarity queries is a conceptual
evaluation order that clearly specifies the expected results of
a given query. The conceptual evaluation order presented in
this section specifies a clear and consistent way to evaluate
queries with multiple similarity operators.

3.1 Supported similarity-aware operators

3.1.1 The Similarity Group-by operator (SGB)

Similarity Group-by is a physical database operator that
extends the standard group-by to allow the formation of
groups based on similarity rather than equality of the data.
SGB is a practical similarity grouping operator that can be
combined with other operators to efficiently answer similar-
ity queries needed in real-world applications.

Generic Definition of Similarity Group-by We define the
Similarity Group-by operator as follows:

(G1,S1),...,(Gn ,Sn)�F1(A1),...,Fm (Am )(E),

where E is a relation, Gi is an attribute of E used to generate
the groups (similarity grouping attribute), Si is a segmenta-
tion of the domain of Gi in non-overlapping segments, Fi is
an aggregation function, and Ai is an attribute of E . Simi-
lar to group-by, each tuple that belongs to the result of SGB
represents one group.

We present three implementable instances of the generic
SGB. They represent a middle ground between the regu-
lar group-by and standard clustering algorithms. The SGB
instances are intended to be faster than regular clustering
algorithms. These instances generate groups that capture sim-
ilarities in the data not identified by group-by.
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Unsupervised Similarity Group-By (SGB-U) This operator
groups a set of tuples in an unsupervised fashion, that is, with
no extra data tuples provided to guide the process. SGB-U
is defined only over 1D numeric data and uses two clauses
(group compactness and group size constraints) to form the
groups:
1. MAXIMUM_ELEMENT_SEPARATION s: The

distance between each pair of adjacent elements that
belong to the same group should be at most s.

2. MAXIMUM_GROUP_DIAMETER d: For each group,
the distance between the two most separated elements in
the group should be at most d.

The clauses can be combined using the AND operator.
Group formation starts from the tuple with the lowest group-
ing attribute value. Figure 1a gives an example of using SGB-
U with s = 6 and d = 20. Group 1 is composed of the records
with values 1 and 5. While this group could also contain val-
ues 16 and 20 based on d, they form part of the second group
because the distance between 5 and 16 is greater than s.

Supervised Similarity Group Around (SGB-A) SGB-A is
defined over data in a Euclidean space. This operator groups
tuples based on a set of guiding points, named central points,
such that each tuple is assigned to the group of its closest
central point. Also, the size and compactness of the groups
can be restricted by:

1. MAXIMUM_ELEMENT_SEPARATION s: For each
element e of a group, it is possible to build a path from
e to the group’s central point where the length of every
link is at most s.

2. MAXIMUM_GROUP_DIAMETER 2r : The distance
from each element to its central point is at most r . r
represents the maximum radius.

The central points can be specified using a list of points
or by another select statement. If a tuple is equidistant from

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

(c) SELECT Max(Temperature), Avg(Temperature) FROM SensorsReadings 
GROUP BY Temperature  DELIMITED BY (SELECT Value FROM Thresholds)

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

(a) SELECT Max(Temperature), Avg(Temperature) FROM SensorsReadings 
GROUP BY Temperature MAXIMUM_ELEMENT_SEPARATION 6

MAXIMUM_GROUP_DIAMETER 20

(b) SELECT Max(Temperature), Avg(Temperature) FROM SensorsReadings   
GROUP BY Temperature AROUND {10,60}
MAXIMUM_ELEMENT_SEPARATION 6 MAXIMUM_GROUP_DIAMETER 20

1 5 16 20 24 31 35 38 50 54 59 65 71 74

Group 5

1 5 16 20 24 31 35 38 50 57 63 67 7210 60

Group 1 Group 2

1 5 16 20 23 31 35 38 50 54 57 63 71 74
10 25 45 60

Fig. 1 Types of Similarity Group-by

multiple central points, the tuple is assigned to the group
of the central point with the lowest lexicographical order.
SGB-A generates at most as many groups as central points
are provided and all the elements that do not belong to any
group are not considered in the output. Figure 1b gives an
example of SGB-A with s = 6, r = 10 and central points:
10 and 60. Group 1 is composed of values 1, 5, 16, and 20.
While this group can contain value 24 based on s, this value
does not belong to the group because the distance between
24 and the group’s central point (10) is greater than r .

Supervised SGB with Delimiters (SGB-D) SGB-D is defined
over data in a Euclidean space. SGB-D forms groups based
on a set of delimiting objects (hyperplanes: points in 1D, lines
in 2D, etc.). To ensure a deterministic behavior, if a tuple lies
on a delimiting hyperplane specified by a1x1+ a2x2+ · · ·+
an xn = b, the tuple belongs to the group that contains points
in the region a1x1+ a2x2 + · · · + an xn < b. Figure 1c gives
an example of SGB-D with delimiting points 10, 25, 45 and
60. Group 1 contains values 1 and 5.

An important property of all the presented operators is that
multiple executions of the operators on the same dataset and
same reference objects (central points or delimiting objects)
will generate the same results. In general, a query can have
multiple similarity grouping attributes (SGAs) and the seg-
mentation of each SGA can use a different similarity group-
ing instance. In this case, the result of SGB is obtained inter-
secting the segmentations of all the (independent) SGAs. The
following example applies SGB-A on attribute Pressure
and SGB-D on attribute T emperature.

SELECT Avg(Temperature), Avg(Pressure)
FROM SensorsReadings GROUP BY
Pressure AROUND {30,50}
MAXIMUM_ELEMENT_SEPARATION 3,

Temperature DELIMITED BY (SELECT Val
FROM Thresholds);

3.1.2 The Similarity Join operator (SJ)

Similarity Joins extend regular joins to identify tuples of sim-
ilar rather than equal values. SJs have been studied as key
operations in multiple domains. However, there has not been
much study on the role and implementation of SJs as physical
database operators. In this section, we focus on the study of
Similarity Joins as first-class database operators.

Generic Definition and Four Instances of Similarity Join The
generic definition of the Similarity Join (SJ) operator is as
follows:

E ��θS(e, f ) F = {〈e, f 〉|θS(e, f ), e ∈ E, f ∈ F},
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(a) -Join: SELECT … FROM A, B WHERE A.a WITHIN OF B.b

(d) Join-Around: SELECT … FROM A, B 
WHERE A.a AROUND B.b [MAX_DIAMETER 2r]

(c) kD-Join: SELECT ... FROM A, B 
WHERE A.a k TOP_CLOSEST_PAIRS B.b

 N-Join: SELECT ... FROM A, B 
WHERE B.b k NEAREST_NEIGHBOR_OF A.a

4 10 22 42

9 17 24 39
A

B

4 10 22 42

9 17 24 39
A

B
k=2

4 10 22 42

9 17 24 39
A

B
k=2

4 10 22 42

9 17 24 39
A

B
r = 3

=5

(b) kN

Fig. 2 Types of Similarity Join

where θS represents the Similarity Join predicate, that is,
the similarity-based conditions that the pairs 〈e, f 〉 need to
satisfy to be in the output. The SJ types we consider are
presented next. Corresponding SQL syntax and examples
with numerical data are presented in Fig. 2.

1. Range Distance Join (ε-Join): θε(e, f ) ≡ dist (e, f ) ≤
ε. In the example in Fig. 2a, 〈4, 9〉 is one of the five pairs
that belong to the output (dist (4, 9) ≤ 5).

2. k Nearest Neighbor Join (kNN-Join): θk N N (e, f ) ≡ f
is one of the k nearest neighbors of e. If a tuple in E
has less than k neighbors in F , the output should include
pairs for all existing neighbors. Let tE be a tuple of E and
tF one of the kNN of tE in F . If there are other tuples
in F with the same distance from tE , the output should
include pairs for all such tuples. In Fig. 2b, values 9 and
17 are the two (k=2) nearest neighbors of value 4, thus
〈4, 9〉 and 〈4, 17〉 are in the output. Similarly, 10, 22, and
42, each have two nearest neighbors.

3. k-Distance Join (kD-Join): θk D(e, f ) ≡ 〈e, f 〉 is one of
the overall k-closest pairs. If the total number of possi-
ble pairs is less than k, the output should include all the
existing pairs. If there are multiple pairs separated by the
same distance and one of them is included in the output,
then all such pairs need to be part of the output. In Fig.
2c, 〈10, 9〉 and 〈22, 24〉 are the overall two closest pairs.

4. Join Around (Join-Around): θA,M D=2r (e, f ) ≡ f is the
closest neighbor of e and dist (e, f ) ≤ r . Let tE be a
tuple of E and tF the closest neighbor of tE in F , if there
are other tuples in F with the same distance from tE , the
output should include pairs for all such tuples. In Fig. 2d,
〈10, 9〉 is one of the three pairs that belongs to the output
(9 is the closest neighbor of 10 in B and dist (10, 9) ≤ 3).

ε-Join, kNN-Join, and kD-Join are common types of SJ.
We introduce Join-Around, a new useful type of SJ that com-
bines some properties of ε-Join and kNN-Join (k=1). Every
value of the first joined set is assigned to its closest value in
the second set. Additionally, only the pairs separated by a dis-
tance of at most r are part of the join output. M D stands for
Maximum Diameter and r=M D/2 represents the Maximum
Radius.

3.1.3 The Similarity Selection operator (SS)

Similarity Selection operators can be seen as special cases of
the SJ operators where the inner input relation consists of a
single tuple. The range distance selection operator is a special
case of the range distance join, and the kNN-Selection oper-
ator is a special case of the kNN-Join. The generic definition
of the Similarity Selection operator is as follows:

σθS (E) = {e|θS(e), e ∈ E},

where θS represents the Similarity Selection predicate. This
predicate specifies the similarity-based conditions that tuple e
needs to satisfy to be in the Similarity Selection output. The
Similarity Selection predicates for the Similarity Selection
operators considered in our study are as follows. Let C be a
constant value.

1. Range Distance Selection (ε-Selection): θε,C (e) ≡
dist (e, C) ≤ ε.

2. kNN-Selection: θk N N ,C (e) ≡ e is a k-closest neighbor of
C . If C has less than k neighbors in E , the output should
include all the existing neighbors. If there are multiple
tuples equidistant from C and one of them is included
in the output, then all such tuples need to be part of the
output.

We require that all the relations involved in the k-based
operations, that is, kNN-Join, kD-Join, Join-A, and kNN-
Selection, have a primary key (PK). This allows the correct
computation of the results when the relations have duplicates
or have been combined with other relations, using only the
values of the attributes involved in the operations’ predicates
(and the required PKs).

3.2 Notation used in similarity-aware expressions

Unless otherwise stated, the expressions in Sects. 3 and 4 use
the following notation:

1. Relations are represented with uppercase letters, for
example, E , F , and G. The attributes of these relations are
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represented using the corresponding lowercase letters, for
example, e, f , and g. When an expression requires mul-
tiple attributes of a given relation (E), we use a number
next to the base name, for example, e1, e2, etc.

2. Similarity and regular (non-similarity) join predicates are
specified using the expression θS(e, f ). e and f are the
outer and inner join attributes, respectively. When an
expression is applicable to multiple types of joins, the
value of S is a general variable, for example, S, S1, or
S2. If an expression is applicable to a particular type
of Similarity Join, the value of S can be: ε (ε-Join),
k N N (kNN-Join), A (Join-Around), or k D (kD-Join).
Regular join uses a similar notation without the compo-
nent S. For example, the predicate θε(e, f ) represents
an ε-Join between relations E (outer) and F (inner).
E .e and F. f are the outer and inner join attributes,
respectively.

3. Similarity and regular selection predicates are specified
using the expression θS,C (e). e is the selection attribute
and C refers to the constant parameter in the case of SS.
When an expression is applicable to multiple types of
selection, the value of S is a general variable, for exam-
ple, S, S1, or S2. If an expression is applicable to a par-
ticular type of Similarity Selection, the value of S can be:
ε (ε-Selection) or k N N (kNN-Selection). Regular selec-
tion predicates use the same notation without S and C .
For example, the predicate θε 1,C1(e) represents an
ε-Selection operation that selects the tuples where the
value of attribute E .e is within ε 1 of the constant C1.

4. Some generic rules have predicates that are applicable
to both Similarity Selection and Similarity Join opera-
tions. In this case, we use the notation θS, that can be
instantiated as θS,C (e) or θS(e, f ). Any constraints on
the operation attributes are directly specified on the rules
using this notation.

5. As in regular relational algebra (RA), a (similarity) join
predicate can be used with the selection or join oper-
ators in similarity expressions. In regular RA: σθ(e, f )

(E × F) ≡ E ��θ(e, f ) F . Likewise, in similarity-aware
RA: σθS(e, f )(E×F) ≡ E ��θS(e, f ) F . We use Similarity
Join predicates with selection operators in rules that focus
on the combination of multiple operations, for example,
SS and SJ. The notation using a join operator is used in
all other cases.

6. We say that the attributes of an expression have a sin-
gle direction when the expression is composed by join
predicates and their attribute graph is of the form a1 →
a2 → · · · → an , for instance, e→ f → g. The attribute
graph is built as follows. The vertices of the graph are the
join attributes, and each join is represented as a directed
edge from the outer attribute (left attribute of the join
predicate) to the inner one (right attribute of the join
predicate).

E

S

S

,C1(e)

C1
Output

kNN,C2(e)

C2

E

S
,C1(e)

kNN,C2(e)

E

S

S ,C1(e)

C2
Output

kNN,C2(e)

C1

kNN=4kNN=4

e ee

C1

C2

Evaluating

-Selection first
Evaluating

kNN-Selection first

kNN=4

Fig. 3 Different ways to combine ε-Selection and kNN-Selection

RegSelPred1 …
RegSelPredp

EpsSelPred1 …
EpsSelPredq

kNNSelPred1 …
kNNSelPredr

RegJoinPred1 …
RegJoinPreds

EpsJoinPred1 …
EpsJoinPredt

kNNJoinPred1 …
kNNJoinPredu

JoinArdPred1 …
JoinArdPredv

kDJoinPred1 …
kDJoinPredw

S

SGB
RegGA1,…,RegGAx

SimGExp1,…,SimGExpy

E1 En
...

SELECT [TOP k WITH TIES] ListOfAttributes 
FROM E1,…,En WHERE
RegSelPred1 AND…AND RegSelPredp AND
EpsSelPred1 AND…AND EpsSelPredq AND
kNNSelPred1 AND…AND kNNSelPredr AND
RegJoinPred1 AND…AND RegJoinPreds AND
EpsJoinPred1 AND…AND EpsJoinPredt AND
kNNJoinPred1 AND…AND kNNJoinPredu AND
JoinArdPred1 AND…AND JoinArdPredv AND
kDJoinPred1 AND…AND kDJoinPredw

GROUP BY
RegGA1,…,RegGAx

SimGExp1,…,SimGExpy

ORDER BY SortExpr

TOP k

Fig. 4 Conceptual evaluation order of similarity queries

3.3 Conceptual evaluation order of similarity queries

In general, the order in which the operations of a similarity
query are evaluated affects the results of a query. For instance,
consider the left hand side (LHS) plan of Fig. 3. This plan
shows a similarity query with two Similarity Selection pred-
icates (ε-Selection and kNN-Selection). Figure 3 illustrates
two ways in which this query could be evaluated and the
different results obtained under each evaluation. The middle
plan in the figure corresponds to evaluating first the kNN-
Selection predicate and applying the ε-Selection over the
output of the first operator. The right-hand-side (RHS) plan
corresponds to evaluating first the ε-Selection predicate and
then the kNN-Selection. It is not clear which way this query
should be evaluated, and without a clear conceptual evalua-
tion order of similarity queries, multiple users may write the
same query expecting different results.

Figure 4 presents the conceptual evaluation order for sim-
ilarity queries. The conceptual query plan makes use of a
generic similarity-selection node that combines multiple SS
and SJ predicates using the conventional intersection opera-
tor as shown in Fig. 5. Based on the conceptual evaluation
order presented in Fig. 4, a generic similarity-aware query
composed by multiple SGB, SJ, and SS operators is evalu-
ated as follows. At the bottom of the plan, all the relations
involved in the query get combined using cross product.
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Pred1 …  Predn S

E

S

E

Pred1
...

S

Predn

E

Fig. 5 Combining multiple similarity-aware predicates

C1
Output
C2

E

S
,C1(e)

kNN,C2(e)

kNN=4

e
Evaluating

kNN-Selection first

S S

E E

,C1(e) kNN,C2(e)

E

S

S

,C1(e)

kNN,C2(e)

Conceptual Evaluation

C1
Output
C2

kNN=4

e

SELECT e FROM E
WHERE
EpsSelPred(e) AND
kNNSelPred(e)

Fig. 6 Using the conceptual evaluation order

SELECT e, f, g 
FROM E, F, G
WHERE
EpsSelPred(e)
AND
kNNSelPred(e)
AND
EpsJoinPred(e,f)
AND
kNNJoinPred(f,g)

S S
1,C1(e) kNN1,C2(e)

S S

E x F x G E x F x G E x F x G E x F x G

kNN2(f,g)2(e,f)

Fig. 7 Conceptual evaluation of a query with multiple similarity pred-
icates

A generic Similarity Selection is evaluated after the cross
product operation. This step is equivalent to intersecting the
results of evaluating independently each SS and SJ predicate.
The regular and similarity grouping operations are evaluated
over the results of the selection node. Finally, an optional
TOP operator selects the top K tuples using the order estab-
lished by Sort Expr .

The presented conceptual evaluation order specifies
clearly the result of a similarity query even in the presence
of multiple similarity-aware operators. For example, Fig. 6
shows how the query represented in the LHS plan of Fig. 3
is evaluated using the conceptual evaluation order. This fig-
ure also illustrates that the conceptual evaluation plan of
this query is equivalent to evaluating first the kNN-Selection
operator and applying the ε-Selection on the results of the
first operator. We will study this and other equivalence rules
in Sect. 4. Note that the query corresponding to the other
order of execution, that is, executing ε-Selection before kNN-
Selection, can be specified using a subquery:

SELECT e FROM (SELECT e FROM E WHERE
EpsSelPred(e)) WHERE kNNSelPred(e);

Figure 7 gives the conceptual evaluation plan of a query
with multiple similarity predicates.

4 Similarity query transformations

Similar to conventional query processing, the conceptual
evaluation of a similarity query is not, in many cases, an
efficient way to evaluate the query. Conventional database
systems often make use of equivalence rules to transform a
query plan into equivalent plans that generate the same result.
Cost-based query optimizers compute the cost of each plan
and return the plan with the smallest cost for execution.

Equivalence rules are clearly a core component of the opti-
mization process. A fundamental question when consider-
ing queries with multiple similarity operators is how these
queries can be transformed. Even though similarity opera-
tors have been extensively studied, there has not been much
study on the way queries with these operators can be trans-
formed or optimized. This section presents a systematic study
of equivalence rules for similarity queries. These rules allow
the extension of cost-based optimization techniques to the
case of similarity queries. The presented rules allow also
the transformation of a similarity query from its conceptual
evaluation plan into multiple equivalent plans. This section
focuses on the presentation of general rules (GR) and the
discussion of the applicability of these rules to specific simi-
larity operators. General rules specify both equivalences and
non-equivalences. An extensive list of equivalence and non-
equivalence rules (R), that is, all general rule instances, is
presented in the “Appendix”. This section includes exam-
ples based on an extension of the TPC-H benchmark [24].
Additional tables and attributes are described in the exam-
ple queries. Some examples use location attributes (lati-
tude/longitude).

4.1 Rules to combine/separate similarity predicates

This set of rules can be used to serialize multiple opera-
tions involved in a query. For instance, given a similarity
query composed of two ε-Selection predicates applied over
the same attribute, the conceptual evaluation plan will eval-
uate each predicate separately. This evaluation will read and
process the input relation twice and then apply an intersec-
tion operation over the intermediate results. Using the rules of
this subsection, we are able to obtain an equivalent plan that
serializes both selection operations. The new plan only reads
from the input relation once to process the first selection and
performs the second one over the intermediate results. In all
the rules that allow the separation (serialization) of similarity
predicates, we assume that the input relation is composed by
the cross product of all the relations involved in the similarity
predicates.

4.1.1 Combining/separating Similarity Selection predicates

Multiple SS predicates can be combined or separated using
the following general rule.
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Fig. 8 Possible ways to combine and separate SS predicates
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Fig. 10 Combining/separating ε-Sel. and kNN-Sel. (R2)

GR1. σθS1,C1(e)∩θS2,C2(e)(E) ≡ σθS1,C1(e)(σθS2,C2(e)(E)), if
there is a directed edge from S2 to S1 in Fig. 8.

The graph in Fig. 8 concisely represents the way multiple
SS predicates can be combined. A similar notation is also
used in Figs. 14 and 19. A doubly directed edge is a shorthand
representation of two directed edges, one in each direction,
between the connected nodes. Based on GR1, the doubly
directed edge that starts and ends at node ε-Selection means
that multiple ε-Selection predicates can be combined in any
order, this is:

σθε 1,C1(e)∩θε 2,C2(e)(E) ≡ σθε 1,C1(e)(σθε 2,C2(e)(E)) (R1)

≡ σθε 2,C2(e)(σθε 1,C1(e)(E)).

Note that ∩ is commutative. Figure 9 shows a graphical
representation and an example of R1. The figure shows that
the LHS plan with the two combined ε-Sel. predicates is
equivalent to the RHS plan where the two predicates are
serialized. Also using GR1, the directed edge from kNN-Sel.
to ε-Sel. states that predicates of these types can be combined
or separated only when the kNN-Sel. is executed first. This is:

σθε,C1(e)∩θk N N ,C2(e)(E) ≡ σθε,C1(e)(σθk N N ,C2(e)(E)). (R2)

σθk N N ,C1(e)∩θε,C2(e)(E) �≡ σθk N N ,C1(e)(σθε,C2(e)(E)). (R3)

Figure 10 represents the two plans of R2. These plans
are equivalent because kNN-Sel is executed first in the RHS
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Fig. 11 Combining/separating kNN-Sel. and ε-Sel. (R3)
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Fig. 12 Combining/separating kNN-Sel. and kNN-Sel. (R4)

plan. Figure 11 shows a case where the two plans of R3
produce different results. Finally, the dotted edge that starts
and ends at the kNN-Selection node in Fig. 8 states that two
kNN-Selection predicates cannot be combined or separated.
This is:

σθk N N1,C1(e)∩θk N N2,C2(e)(E) �≡ (R4)

σθk N N1,C1(e)(σθk N N2,C2(e)(E)).

Figure 12 represents R4 and shows a case where the plans
that combine and separate two kNN-Sel. predicates generate
different results.

TPC-H Example of R2: List orders that are among the
smallest 20 orders and that still generated a revenue of about
$50,000(±5,000). The SQL and evaluation plans based on
R2 are presented below.

SELECT * FROM ORDERS O
WHERE o_totalprice WITHIN 5000 OF 50000
AND o_totalprice
20 TOP_CLOSEST_NEIGHBOR_OF 0;

σθε=5000,C1=50000(o_totalprice)∩θk N N=20,C2=0(o_totalprice)(O) ≡
σθε=5000,C1=50000(o_totalprice)(σθk N N=20,C2=0(o_totalprice)(O)).

Proof of Rule R1 Consider a generic tuple tE of E . We will
show that for any possible value of tE , the results generated
by the plans of both sides of the rule are the same. The top
part of Fig. 13a shows a graphical representation of Rule R1.
Using the conceptual evaluation order of similarity queries,
we can transform the left part of the rule to an equivalent
expression that uses the intersection operation as represented
in the bottom part of Fig. 13a. We will use this second version
of the rule in the remaining part of the proof. Figure 13b gives
the different possible regions for the value of tE .e (1D).
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Fig. 13 Combining ε-Sel. and ε-Sel. (R1)—proof

1. When the value of tE .e belongs to region A. In the LHS
plan, tE is not selected in any of the ε-Selection operators
since it does not satisfy any of the selection predicates.
Thus, no output is generated by this plan. In the RHS
plan, tE is filtered out by the bottom selection. No tuple
flows to the top selection. Thus, no output is generated
by this plan either.

2. When the value of tE .e belongs to B. In the LHS plan, tE

is selected in the left ε-Selection but not in the right one.
The intersection operator does not produce any output.
No output is generated by this plan. In the RHS plan, tE is
filtered out by the bottom selection. No tuple flows to the
top selection. No output is generated by this plan either.

3. When the value of tE .e belongs to C . In the LHS plan,
tE is selected by both ε-Selection operators. Thus, tE

belongs to the output of the intersection operator. tE

belongs to the output of the LHS plan. In the RHS plan,
tE is selected by the bottom ε-Selection. tE is also
selected by the top ε-Selection. Thus, tE belongs also
to the output of the RHS plan.

4. When the value of tE .e belongs to D. In the LHS plan, tE

is selected in the right ε-Selection but not in the left one.
The intersection operator does not produce any output.
In the RHS plan, tE is selected by the bottom ε-Selection
but filtered out by the top one. No output is generated by
this plan either.

We can extend the proof to other data types identifying the
corresponding regions A–D. Figure 13c shows the regions
for 2D data. For string data and edit distance, B are the strings
within ε 1 of C1 but not within ε 2 of C2, D are the strings
within ε 2 of C2 but not within ε 1 of C1. C and A are the
strings that satisfy both or none of the conditions (within ε 1
of C1, within ε 2 of C2), respectively. �

Generic remarks about proofs Most of the presented rules,
with the exception of the rules involving aggregations, can
be proved following a similar approach as the one used in
the proof of R1, that is, identifying all the distinct domain

regions of the rule attributes, and showing that the RHS and
LHS expressions of the rule generate the same output in
each region. This paper presents proofs of multiple rules.
The proofs of other rules can be easily constructed using the
described generic approach. Additional proofs are included
in [25].

4.1.2 Combining/separating Similarity selection
and Similarity Join

SS and SJ predicates can be combined or separated using the
following generic rules.

When the selection predicate attribute is the inner attribute
in the join predicate:

GR2. σθS1∩θS2(E) ≡ σθS1(σθS2(E)), if there is a directed
edge from S2 to S1 in Fig. 14a.

When the selection predicate attribute is the outer attribute
in the join predicate:

GR3. σθS1∩θS2(E) ≡ σθS1(σθS2(E)), if there is a directed
edge from S2 to S1 in Fig. 14b.

A predicate of the form θS can be instantiated as a Sim-
ilarity Sel. (θS,C (e)) or Similarity Join (θS(e, f )) predicate.
Figure 14 graphically represents all the ways in which SS and
SJ predicates can be combined. The following observations
can be drawn from it:

– We consider two generic cases: when the selection pred-
icate attribute is the outer attribute in the join predicate,
and when it is the inner one. This distinction is relevant,
that is, generates different equivalence rules, when the
SJ operation is not commutative (kNN-Join and Join-
Around). In general, if the join operation is commuta-
tive (ε-Join and kD-Join), the rules for both cases are
the same. Commutativity of SJ operations is discussed in
Sect. 4.2.1.

– Since Join-Around is a hybrid between the kNN-Join with
k=1 and the ε-Join, the way this operation can be com-

-Join

kNN-
Join

Join-
Around

kD-Join

-Selection

kNN-
Selection

-Join

kNN-
Join

Join-
Around

kD-Join

-Selection

kNN-
Selection

(a) When the sel. attribute is the
inner attr. in the join predicate 

(b) When the sel. attribute is the
outer attr. in the join predicate 

Fig. 14 Possible ways to combine and separate SS and SJ
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Fig. 15 Combining/separating ε-Join and ε-Sel. (R5)

bined with a given SS operator corresponds to the most
restricted way in which the kNN-Join or the ε-Join can be
combined with that SS operator. This observation applies
in fact to any rule that uses Join-Around.

– The rules where the selection attribute is the inner join
attribute (Fig. 14a) are equal to or more restrictive than
the corresponding rules where the selection attribute is
the outer join attribute (Fig. 14b).

The instances of GR2 and GR3 are presented in “Appen-
dix” (R5-R31). We describe several of them next. Based
on GR2 (when the selection attribute is the inner join
attribute), the doubly directed edge between nodes ε-Join
and ε-Sel. in Fig. 14a states that these predicates can be com-
bined/separated in any order, this is:

σθε 1(e1,e2)∩θε2,C (e2)(E) ≡ σθε 1(e1,e2)(σθε2,C (e2)(E)) (R5)

≡ σθε 2,C (e2)(σθε1(e1,e2)(E)).

Observe that the middle plan of R5 executes the ε-Sel. first,
while the RHS plan executes the ε-Join first. R5 is graphically
represented in Fig. 15. Also considering GR2, the directed
edge from kNN-Join to ε-Selection in Fig. 14a represents
that these predicates can be combined or separated only if
the kNN-Join is executed before the ε-Selection, this is:

σθk N N (e1,e2)∩θε,C (e2)(E) �≡ σθk N N (e1,e2)(σθε,C (e2)(E)). (R8)

σθk N N (e1,e2)∩θε,C (e2)(E) ≡ σθε,C (e2)(σθk N N (e1,e2)(E)). (R9)

The RHS plan of R8 executes ε-Sel. first and produces
a different result than the LHS plan. This is illustrated in
the bottom plan of Fig. 16. The RHS plan of R9, on the
other hand, executes kNN-Join first and is equivalent to the
LHS plan. This is illustrated in the top plan of the same
figure. Let us consider now the same pair of nodes (kNN-Join
and ε-Selection) under GR3 (when the selection attribute is
the outer join attribute). The edge between these nodes is
now a doubly directed edge (Fig. 14b) and consequently the
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Fig. 16 Combining/separ. kNN-Join and ε-Sel. (R8, R9)

predicates can be combined or separated in any order:

σθk N N (e1,e2)∩θε,C (e1)(E)≡σθk N N (e1,e2)(σθε,C (e1)(E)) (R23)

≡σθε,C (e1)(σθk N N (e1,e2)(E)).

Observe that the middle plan of R23 executes the ε-Sel.
first while the RHS plan executes the kNN-Join first. Figure
17 shows an example of R23. Finally, considering also GR3,
the dotted edge between kD-Join and kNN-Selection in Fig.
14b specifies that these predicates cannot be combined or
separated in any order (R27, R28).

TPC-H Example of R23: Find the closest three suppliers
for every customer within 100 miles from our Chicago head-
quarters (X,Y). The SQL and evaluation plans based on R23
are presented below.

SELECT c_custkey, s_suppkey
FROM CUSTOMER C, SUPPLIER S
WHERE c_loc WITHIN 100 OF (X,Y)
AND s_loc
3 TOP_CLOSEST_NEIGHBOR_OF c_loc;

σθk N N=3(c_loc,s_loc)∩θε=100,C=(X,Y )(c_loc)(C × S) ≡
σθk N N=3(c_loc,s_loc)(σθε=100,C=(X,Y )(c_loc)(C × S)) ≡
σθε=100,C=(X,Y )(c_loc)(σθk N N=3(c_loc,s_loc)(C × S)).

These plans can be further transformed using additional
rules. For instance, since σθS(e, f )(E × F) ≡ E ��θS(e, f ) F
(see Sect. 3.2), the last plan is equivalent to:

σθε=100,C=(X,Y )(c_loc)(C ��θk N N=3(c_loc,s_loc) S).

Proof sketch of Rule R9 kNN-Join is defined over two rela-
tions. Assume that θk N N is defined over relations E1 and E2,
and that the input relation E is the cross product of all the
relations involved in the similarity-aware predicates, that is,
E = E1×E2. Furthermore, we assume that the join attributes
are E1.e1 and E2.e2. Consider a generic tuple tE1 of E1. We
will show that for any possible pair (tE1,tE2), where tE2 is a
tuple of E2, the results generated by the plans of both sides
of the rule are the same. The top part of Fig. 18a gives a
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graphical representation of Rule R9. Using the conceptual
evaluation order of similarity queries, we can transform the
left part of the rule to an equivalent expression that uses the
intersection operation as represented in the bottom part of
Fig. 18a. We will use this version of the rule in the remain-
ing part of the proof. Figure 18b gives the different possible
regions for the value of tE2.e2. Note that the region marked
as kNN (which comprises regions B and M) represents the
region that contains the kNN closest neighbors of tE1 in E2.

1. When the value of tE2.e2 belongs to A. In the LHS plan,
(tE1,tE2) is not selected in any of the operators. No output
is generated by this plan. In the RHS plan, (tE1,tE2) is
filtered out by the bottom selection since tE2 is not one of
the kNN closest neighbors of tE1 in E2. No tuple flows to
the top operator and no output is generated by this plan.

2. When the value of tE2.e2 belongs to B. In the LHS plan,
the pair (tE1,tE2) is selected in the left operator but not
in the right one. The intersection operator does not pro-
duce any output and consequently no output is generated
by this plan. In the RHS plan, (tE1,tE2) is selected in
the bottom selection since tE2 is one of the kNN closest
neighbors of tE1 in E2. However, (tE1,tE2) is filtered out
by the top selection because dist (tE2.e2, C) > ε. Thus,
no output is generated by this plan either.

3. When the value of tE2.e2 belongs to M . In the LHS plan,
(tE1,tE2) is selected in both operators. Consequently,
(tE1,tE2) belongs to the output of the intersection and
the LHS plan. In the RHS plan, (tE1,tE2) is selected by
the bottom selection since tE2 is one of the kNN closest

neighbors of tE1 in E2. (tE1,tE2) is also selected by the
top selection since dist (tE2.e2, C) ≤ ε. Thus, (tE1,tE2)
belongs also to the output of the RHS plan.

4. When the value of tE2.e2 belongs to D. In the LHS plan,
the pair (tE1,tE2) is selected in the right similarity opera-
tor but not in the left one. The intersection operator does
not produce any output and thus no output is generated
by this plan. In the RHS plan, (tE1,tE2) is filtered out by
the bottom selection. No tuple flows to the top operator.
Thus, no output is generated by this plan either. �

4.1.3 Combining/separating Similarity Join predicates

Multiple SJ predicates can be combined or separated using
the following general rules.

When the attributes in the predicates have a single direc-
tion (e1→ e2, e2→ e3):

GR4. σθS1(e1,e2)∩θS2(e2,e3)(E) ≡ σθS1(e1,e2)(σθS2(e2,e3)(E)),
and σθS1(e1,e2)∩θS2(e2,e3)(E) ≡ σθS2(e2,e3)(σθS1(e1,e2)

(E)), if the graph of Fig. 19a has a doubly directed

edge of the form: S1
(e1,e2)←−−−−(e2,e3)−−−−→ S2.

GR5. σθS1(e1,e2)∩θS2(e2,e3)(E) ≡ σθS1(e1,e2)(σθS2(e2,e3)(E)),
and σθS1(e1,e2)∩θS2(e2,e3)(E) �≡ σθS2(e2,e3)(σθS1(e1,e2)

(E)), if the graph of Fig. 19a has a directed edge of

the form: S1
(e1,e2) (e2,e3)←−−−−−−−− S2.

When the attributes in the predicates do not have a single
direction (e1→ e2, e2← e3):

GR6. σθS1(e1,e2)∩θS2(e3,e2)(E) ≡ σθS1(e1,e2)(σθS2(e3,e2)(E)),
and σθS1(e1,e2)∩θS2(e3,e2)(E) ≡ σθS2(e3,e2)(σθS1(e1,e2)

(E)), if the graph of Fig. 19b has a doubly directed

edge of the form: S1
(e1,e2)←−−−−(e3,e2)−−−−→ S2.

GR7. σθS1(e1,e2)∩θS2(e3,e2)(E) ≡ σθS1(e1,e2)(σθS2(e3,e2)(E)),
and σθS1(e1,e2)∩θS2(e3,e2)(E) �≡ σθS2(e3,e2)(σθS1(e1,e2)
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Fig. 19 Possible ways to combine/separate SJ predicates
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Fig. 20 Combining/separating two ε-Join predicates (R32)

(E)), if the graph of Fig. 19b has a directed edge of

the form: S1
(e1,e2) (e3,e2)←−−−−−−−− S2.

If the edge between two nodes is dotted in Fig. 19, none
of the equivalences presented in rules GR4 or GR6 hold. The
graphs in Fig. 19 show the different ways in which two SJ
predicates can be combined/separated. Two cases are con-
sidered: when the attributes in the predicates have a single
direction, for example, e1→ e2, e2→ e3; and when this is
not the case, for example, e1→ e2, e2← e3. In general, this
classification generates different equivalence rules when at
least one of the SJ operations is not commutative (kNN-Join
and Join-Around). The “Appendix” presents all the instances
of GR4-GR7 (R32-R65). We describe some of these here.

Under GR4 (predicates’ attributes have a single direction:
e1→ e2, e2→ e3), the doubly directed edge that starts and
ends at the ε-Join node in Fig. 19a specifies that two ε-Join
predicates can be combined in any order. This is:

σθε 1(e1,e2)∩θε 2(e2,e3)(E)≡σθε 1(e1,e2)(σθε 2(e2,e3)(E)) (R32)

≡σθε 2(e2,e3)(σθε 1(e1,e2)(E)).

Rule R32 is presented graphically in Fig. 20.
Under GR7 (predicates’ attributes do not have a single

direction: e1→ e2, e2← e3), the directed edge from kNN-
Join to ε-Join in Fig. 19b states that these predicates can be

combined executing kNN-Join first:

σθε(e1,e2)∩θk N N (e3,e2)(E) ≡ σθε(e1,e2)(σθk N N (e3,e2)(E)).

(R52)

σθε(e1,e2)∩θk N N (e3,e2)(E) �≡ σθk N N (e3,e2)(σθε(e1,e2)(E)).

(R53)

kNN-Join is executed first in the RHS plan of R52 while
ε-Join is executed first in the RHS plan of R53.

4.2 Other core equivalence rules

4.2.1 Commutativity of Similarity Join operators

Some SJ operations (ε-Join and kD-Join) are commutative
as specified by the following general rule.

GR8. E ��θS(e, f ) F ≡ F ��θS(e, f ) E , when (i) S is ε-Join or
kD-Join but not kNN-Join or Join-Around, and (ii) the
distance function used in the operations is symmetric.

4.2.2 Distribution of (similarity or regular) selection over
(similarity or regular) join

Pushing selection below join (distributing selection over join)
is one of the most useful rules in regular relational algebra.
In this section, we extend this rule to the case of SS and
SJ. Similarity or regular selection operations can be pushed
below similarity or regular join operations according to the
following general rules.

When the selection predicate attribute is the outer attribute
in the join predicate:
GR9. σθS1(e)(E ��θS2(e, f ) F) ≡ (σθS1(e)(E)) ��θS2(e, f ) F ,

if cell [S1, S2] in Table 1a is checked.

When the selection predicate attribute is the inner attribute
in the join predicate:
GR10. σθS1( f )(E ��θS2(e, f ) F) ≡ E ��θS2(e, f ) (σθS1( f )

(F)), if cell [S1, S2] in Table 1b is checked.

Table 1 Cases where selection can be pushed below join

Reg. Join ε-Join kNN-Join kD-Join Join-Around

(a) When the selection predicate attribute is the outer attribute in the join predicate

Reg. Selection � � � �
ε-Selection � � � �
kNN-Selection �

(b) When the selection predicate attribute is the inner attribute in the join predicate

Reg. Selection � �
ε-Selection � �
kNN-Selection
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Fig. 21 Distribution of selection over ε-Join (R70)

Table 1 summarizes all the cases where a selection opera-
tor (regular or similarity-aware) can be pushed below a join
(regular or similarity-aware). This table and general rules
GR9 and GR10 consider two generic cases: when the selec-
tion attribute is the outer attribute of the join predicate and
when it is the inner one. The instances of GR9 and GR10
(R70-R101) are included in the “Appendix”. Some of them
are presented next.

In some cases, a given selection type can be pushed below
either input of a join. For instance, this is the case for regular
selection and ε-Join. Note that both cells [Regular Selection,
ε-Join] in Table 1a and b have a check mark. Using GR9 and
GR10 we obtain:

σθ(e)(E ��θε(e, f ) F) ≡ (σθ(e)(E)) ��θε(e, f ) F. (R70)

σθ( f )(E ��θε(e, f ) F) ≡ E ��θε(e, f ) (σθ( f )(F)). (R71)

In R70, selection is pushed below the outer input of ε-Join;
in R70, below the inner one. Figure 21a represents Rule R70
graphically. Similarly, for the case of ε-Selection and ε-Join
we have:

σθε 1,C (e)(E ��θε 2(e, f ) F) ≡ (σθε 1,C (e)(E)) ��θε 2(e, f ) F.

(R86)

σθε 1,C ( f )(E ��θε 2(e, f ) F) ≡ E ��θε 2(e, f ) (σθε 1,C ( f )(F)).

(R87)

In other cases, selection can only be pushed below the
outer input of a join. This is the case for ε-Join and kNN-
Join. Note that the cell [Regular Selection, ε-Join] has a check
mark only in Table 1a. Using GR9 and GR10, we get the
following rules:

σθε,C (e)(E ��θk N N (e, f ) F) ≡ (σθε,C (e)(E)) ��θk N N (e, f ) F.

(R88)

σθε,C ( f )(E ��θk N N (e, f ) F) �≡ E ��θk N N (e, f ) (σθε,C ( f )(F)).

(R89)

Figure 22 shows that pushing ε-Sel. below the outer input
of kNN-Join generates the same result as executing kNN-
Join first. On the other hand, pushing ε-Sel. below the inner
input of kNN-Join can generate a different result as seen in
Fig. 23.

E F E F

S

SS

S

C Output OutputC

,C(e)

,C(e)

kNN(e,f)

kNN(e,f)
kNN=2 kNN=2

e f e f

Fig. 22 Distribution of ε-Sel. over kNN-Join—when sel. is pushed
below the outer relation (R88)
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Output,C(f)

,C(f)

kNN(e,f)

kNN(e,f)
kNN=2

e f e f

Fig. 23 Distribution of ε-Sel. over kNN-Join—when sel. is pushed
below the inner relation (R89)

TPC-H Example of R86: Considering the customers that
are located within 200 miles from our Chicago headquarters
(X,Y), identify the customers that are located within 10 miles
of certain locations of interest (INTER_ LOCATION). The
SQL and evaluation plans based on R86 are presented below.

SELECT c_custkey, il_locName
FROM CUSTOMER C, INTER_LOCATION IL
WHERE c_loc WITHIN 10 OF il_loc AND

c_loc WITHIN 200 OF (X,Y);

σθε 1=200,C=(X,Y )(c_loc)(C ��θε 2=10(c_loc,il_loc) I L) ≡
(σθε 1=200,C=(X,Y )(c_loc)(C)) ��θε 2=10(c_loc,il_loc) I L .

Proof sketch of Rule R70 The join attributes in θε are E .e
and F. f , and θ is defined over E .e. Consider a generic tuple
tE of E . We will show that for any possible pair (tE ,tF ),
where tF is a tuple of F , the results generated by the plans
of both sides of the rule are the same. Figure 21b gives the
different possible regions for the values of tF . f , and two
generic values of tE .e. a2 represent a value that satisfies the
predicate θ while a1 represents a value that does not.

1. When the value of tE .e is a1. In the LHS plan, the pair
(tE ,tF ) may or may not belong to the output of the ε-
Join. However, (tE ,tF ) will be filtered out by the selection
operator since a1 does not satisfy the predicate θ . Thus,
no output is generated by this plan. In the RHS plan, tE

is filtered out by the selection since a1 does not satisfy θ .
No tuple flows to the ε-Join operator from its outer input.
Thus, no output is generated by this plan either.

2. When the value of tE .e is a2 and the value of tF . f belongs
to A. In the LHS plan, the pair (tE ,tF ) does not belong to
the output of the ε-Join since dist (tE .e, tF . f ) > ε. No
tuple flows to the selection operator. Thus, no output is
generated by this plan. In the RHS plan, tE is selected by
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the regular selection operator since a2 satisfies θ . How-
ever, the pair (tE ,tF ) does not belong to the output of
the ε-Join since dist (tE .e, tF . f ) > ε. Thus, no output is
generated by this plan either.

3. When tE .e is a2 and the value of tF . f belongs to B.
In the LHS plan, the pair (tE ,tF ) belongs to the out-
put of the ε-Join since dist (tE .e, tF . f ) ≤ ε. (tE ,tF ) is
also selected by the regular operator since a2 satisfies θ .
(tE ,tF ) belongs to the output of this plan. In the RHS
plan, tE is selected by the selection operator since a2 sat-
isfies θ . (tE ,tF ) belongs to the output of the ε-Join since
dist (tE .e, tF . f ) ≤ ε. Thus, (tE ,tF ) also belongs to the
output of this plan. �

4.2.3 Associativity of Similarity Join operators

Associativity of join operators is another core transforma-
tion rule commonly used in query optimization. This rule
allows re-ordering multiple join operations and can signif-
icantly improve the efficiency of a query because different
orders can generate different sizes of the intermediate results.
In general, plans with smaller intermediate results are also
more efficient. SJ operations are associative according to the
following general rules.

When the attributes in the predicates have a single direc-
tion (e→ f , f → g):
GR11. (E ��θS1(e, f ) F) ��θS2( f,g) G ≡ E ��θS1(e, f )

(F ��θS2( f,g) G), when S1 and S2 are both: ε-Join,
kNN-Join, or Join-Around but not kD-Join.

When the predicates’ attributes do not have a single direc-
tion (e→ f , f ← g):
GR12. G ��θS1(g, f ) (E ��θS2(e, f ) F) ≡ E ��θS2(e, f )

(G ��θS1(g, f ) F), when S1 and S2 are both: ε-Join
but not kNN-Join, kD-Join or Join-Around.

The associativity of multiple SJ operators depends in gen-
eral on whether or not the predicates’ attributes have a single
direction. This distinction, however, is not relevant (generate
the same rules) when the join operators are commutative (ε-
Join and kD-Join). All the instances of GR11 and GR12 are
presented in the “Appendix” (R102 to R109). We describe
here some of them.

In the case of a query with two ε-Join operations, based
on GR11 and GR12, we can re-order the operations whether
the attributes in the predicates have a single direction or not.
The corresponding rule instances are:

(E ��θε 1(e, f ) F) ��θε 2( f,g) G ≡ (R102)

E ��θε 1(e, f ) (F ��θε 2( f,g) G).

G ��θε 1(g, f ) (E ��θε 2(e, f ) F) ≡ (R106)

E ��θε 2(e, f ) (G ��θε 1(g, f ) F).
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Fig. 24 Associativity of ε-Join operators (R102)
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Fig. 26 Associativity of kNN-Join—when the attributes do not have a
single direction: e→ f , f ← g (R107)

The left and right plans of Fig. 24 represent the LHS and
LHS plans of R102, respectively. The left plan in the figure
performs first the join on e and f and then the one on f and g.
The right plan performs first the join on f and g and then the
one on e and f .

GR11 and GR12 also specify that kNN-Join operations are
associative only when the attributes in the predicates have a
single direction. This is:

(E ��θk N N1(e, f ) F) ��θk N N2( f,g) G ≡ (R103)

E ��θk N N1(e, f ) (F ��θk N N2( f,g) G).

G ��θk N N1(g, f ) (E ��θk N N2(e, f ) F) �≡ (R107)

E ��θk N N2(e, f ) (G ��θk N N1(g, f ) F).

Figure 25 shows an example of associativity of kNN-
Join operations (R103, single direction). Figure 26 shows an
example where two kNN-Join operations are not associative
(R107, not single direction).

TPC-H Example of R103: For every customer, identify its
closest 3 suppliers, and for each such supplier, identify its
closest 2 potential new suppliers (POT_SUP-PLIER). The
SQL and evaluation plans based on R103 are presented
below.

SELECT c_custkey, s_suppkey,
psu_psuppkey
FROM CUSTOMER C, SUPPLIER S,
POT_SUPPLIER PSU
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Fig. 27 Pushing selection predicate to an originally unrelated ε-Join
operand (GR13)

WHERE s_loc 3 TOP_CLOSEST_NEIGHBOR_OF
c_loc AND psu_loc
2 TOP_CLOSEST_NEIGHBOR_OF s_loc;

(C ��θk N N1=3(c_loc,s_loc) S) ��θk N N2=2(s_loc,psu_loc) P SU ≡
C ��θk N N1=3(c_loc,s_loc) (S ��θk N N2=2(s_loc,psu_loc) P SU ).

4.2.4 Other conventional equivalence rules

We briefly discuss here the extension of less common rules
to the case of similarity operators. Selection and Similarity
Selection on grouping attributes cannot be pushed below any
type of SGB. ε-Selection distributes over set operations in the
same way regular selection does, kNN-Selection does not dis-
tribute over any set operation. Finally, projection distributes
over SJ operations in the same way it does over non-similarity
joins. Details of these rules are included in [25].

4.3 Rules that take advantage of distance function
properties

4.3.1 Pushing a selection predicate to an originally
unrelated ε-Join operand

In the rules of Sect. 4.2.2, each selection predicate θ is pushed
only to the join operand that contains the attribute referenced
in θ . In the case of ε-Join, the filtering benefits of pushing
selection below join can be extended by pushing θ or a variant
of it to both ε-Join operands as shown in the following rule
(Fig. 27).

GR13. σθ(e)(E ��θε(e, f ) F) ≡ (σθ(e)(E)) ��θε(e, f )

(σθ±ε( f )(F)).

In this rule, (i) the distance function should satisfy the
properties: Triangular Inequality, Symmetry, and Identity
of Indiscernibles; and (ii) the selection predicate θ ± ε( f )

represents a modified version of θ where each condition is
extended by ε. θ±ε( f ) is applied on f , the join attribute in F ,
and uses the same distance function used in θ . For example,
if θ(e) is 10 ≤ e ≤ 20, then θ±ε( f ) is 10−ε ≤ f ≤ 20+ε.

TPC-H Example of GR13: For every balance level of inter-
est B (BAL_LEVELS), identify the customers with account

balances within 500 of B. Consider only customers with
balances between 2,000 and 50,000. The SQL and eval-
uation plans based on GR13 are presented below. In this
case, θ(c_acctbal) is 2,000 ≤ c_acctbal ≤ 50,000 and
θ ± ε(bl_bal) is 1,500 ≤ bl_bal ≤ 50,500.

SELECT c_custkey, bl_balance, c_acctbal
FROM CUSTOMER C, BAL_LEVELS BL
WHERE c_acctbal WITHIN 500 OF bl_bal
AND c_acctbal >= 2,000
AND c_acctbal <= 50,000;

σθ(c_acctbal)(C ��θε=500(c_acctbal,bl_bal) BL) ≡
(σθ(c_acctbal)(C)) ��θε=500(c_acctbal,bl_bal)

(σθ±ε(bl_bal)(BL)).

Proof sketch of Rule GR13 Pushing selection to the outer
input of ε-Join was studied in R70. We focus here on the
validity of pushing selection to the inner input of the ε-Join.
Assume that in the LHS part of Rule GR13, the selection
predicate θ(e) is e = C and the ε-Join predicate θε(e, f ) is
dist (e, f ) ≤ ε.

1. Since dist satisfies Identity of Indiscernibles, we know
that dist (e, C) = 0.

2. dist also satisfies the Triangular Inequality property, thus
dist (C, f ) ≤ dist (C, e)+ dist (e, f ).

3. Due to Commutativity, we have that dist (C, f ) ≤
dist (e, C)+ dist (e, f ).

4. Replacing (1) in (3), dist (C, f ) ≤ 0 + dist (e, f ) ≤
dist (e, f ).

5. Using in (4) the fact that dist (e, f ) ≤ ε, dist (C, f ) ≤ ε.

The expression in (5) dist (C, f ) ≤ ε represents the selec-
tion predicate being applied on f in the inner input of the
RHS part of Rule GR13. We could extend this analysis to
other types of selection conditions. �

4.3.2 Pushing an ε-selection predicate to an originally
unrelated ε-Join operand

The rules of Sect. 4.2.2 allow pushing an SS predicate θS to
the SJ operand that contains the attribute used in θS . In the
case of ε-Join and ε-Selection, we can further reduce the size
of the intermediate results by pushing θS to one join operand
and a variant of θS to the other one as shown in the following
equivalence rule (Fig. 28).

GR14. σθε 1,C (e)(E ��θε 2(e, f ) F) ≡ (σθε 1,C (e)(E)) ��θε 2(e, f )

(σθ(ε 1+ε 2),C ( f )(F)).

In this rule, (i) all ε-Selection and ε-Join operators use
the same distance function; (ii) the distance function should
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Fig. 28 Pushing ε-Selection predicate to an originally unrelated ε-Join
operand (GR14)

satisfy the Triangular Inequality and Symmetry properties;
and (iii) the selection predicate θ(ε 1+ε 2),C represents an
ε-Selection predicate with a value of ε equal to ε 1 + ε 2,
where ε 1 and ε 2 are the values of epsilon used in the ε-
Selection and ε-Join operators, respectively. For example, if
θε 1,C (e) is dist (e, C) ≤ 10, and θε 2(e, f ) is dist (e, f ) ≤ 5,
then θ(ε 1+ε 2),C ( f ) is dist ( f, C) ≤ 15.

4.3.3 Associativity rule that enables joining on originally
unrelated attributes

In the associativity rules described in Sect. 4.2.3, each SJ
predicate involves the same attributes in both sides of the
rules. In the case of ε-Join, when the attributes e of E and f
of F are joined using ε1 and the result joined with attribute
g of G using ε2, there is an implicit relationship between e
and g that can be used to generate a potentially more efficient
plan as shown in the following equivalence rule.

GR15. (E ��θε 1(e, f ) F) ��θε 2( f,g) G ≡ (E ��θε 1+ε 2(e,g)

G) ��θε 1(e, f )∧θε 2( f,g) F.

In Rule GR15, (i) all the ε-Join operators use the same
distance function; (ii) the distance function should satisfy the
Triangular Inequality and Symmetry properties; and (iii) the
predicate θε 1+ε 2(e, g) represents an ε-Join predicate with
a value of ε equal to ε 1 + ε 2. For example, if θε 1(e, f )

is dist (e, f ) ≤ 10, and θε 2( f, g) is dist ( f, g) ≤ 5, then
θε 1+ε 2(e, g) is dist (e, g) ≤ 15.

GR13-GR15 can be used with important distance func-
tions, for example, p-norm distance, Edit distance (equal
weights), Hamming distance, and Jaccard distance.

4.4 Eager and Lazy transformations with SJ and SGB

Another important query optimization approach is the use
of pull-up and push-down techniques to move the grouping
operator up and down the query tree. These techniques were
proposed for regular (non-similarity) operators by Chaudhuri
et al. [26] and Yan et al. [27]. The main Eager and Lazy aggre-
gations theorem [27] enables several pull-up and push-down
techniques for the regular join and group-by operators. This
theorem allows the pre-aggregation of data before the join

SGB

T1 T2

(G1,J1,S1) (G2,J2,S2)

SUM(S1) , SUM(S2)
SGB

T1

T2

(G1,J1,S1)

(G2,J2,S2)

SUM(SS1) , SUM(S2)*CNT

SGB

SUM(S1 ) AS SS1, CNT

G1 around {1,20}, 
G2 around {1,20}

Eager AggregationLazy Aggregation

5 2

5

1

5

1 2

1

1

SELECT sum(S1), sum(S2) FROM T1, T2 WHERE 
J1=J2 GROUP BY G1 around {1,20}, G2 around {1,20}
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G2 J2 S2
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G1,
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{1,20}, J1
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Fig. 29 Eager/lazy aggregation with SGB and join

operator to reduce its input size. This subsection presents the
extension of the main theorem to the case of SJ and SGB. Fig-
ures 29, 30, 31 illustrate several cases of the Eager and Lazy
transformations that are studied in detail in this section. In
general, the single aggregation operator of the Lazy approach
is split into two parts in the Eager approach. The first part
pre-evaluates some aggregation functions and calculates the
count before the join. The second part uses the intermediate
information to calculate the final results after the join. Both
the Eager and Lazy plans should be considered during query
optimization since neither of them is the best approach in all
scenarios. The notation used in this section, given in Table
2, allows a direct comparison with analogous theorems for
regular operators and uses a convenient representation of the
operators’ arguments that facilitates the presentation of the-
orems and proofs. The proofs of the presented theorems are
included in [25].

4.4.1 Eager and Lazy transformations with SGB and join

Eager and Lazy transformations can be extended to the case
of SGB and regular join as shown in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 (Eager/Lazy Aggregation Main Theorem for
SGB and Join) The following two expressions:

E1. F[AAd , AAu]πA[G Ad, G Au, AAd , AAu]g[G Ad ,

G Au;Seg]σ [Cd ∧ Cu](Rd ��C0 Ru),
E2. πD[G Ad , G Au,FAA](Fua[AAu,CNT], Fd2[FAAd ])

πA[G Ad , G Au, AAu,FAAd ,CNT]g[G Ad , G Au;Segu]
σ [Cu](((Fd1[AAd ],COUNT)πA[NGAd , G Ad

+, AAd ]
g[NGAd;Segd ]σ [Cd ]Rd) ��C0 Ru),

are equivalent if (i) Fd can be decomposed into Fd1 and Fd2,
(ii) Fu contains only class C or D aggregation functions [27],
(iii) NGAd → G Ad

+ holds in σ [Cd ]Rd, and (iv) α(C0) ∩
G Ad = ∅. Expressions E1 and E2 represent the Lazy and
Eager approaches, respectively.

Figure 29 presents an example of the application of Theo-
rem 1. This figure gives the number of tuples that flow to and
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Table 2 Notation for eager/lazy transformation theorems

g[GA]R Regular grouping of relation R on grouping attributes GA

g[GA; Seg]R Similarity grouping of relation R on grouping attributes GA using segmentations Seg

F[AA]R Aggregation operation of a previously grouped table R

Fand AA Sets of aggregation functions and columns, respectively

σ , πD , πA, ∪A , ×, ��, and �̃� Selection, projection with and without duplicate elimination, set union without duplicate
elimination, cross product, theta-join, and Similarity Join respectively

Rd A table that always contains aggregation attributes

Ru A table that may or may not contain aggregation attributes

G Ad and G Au The grouping columns of Rd and Ru , respectively

AA All the aggregation columns

AAd and AAU The subsets of AA that belong to Rd and Ru , respectively

Cd and Cu The conjunctive predicates on columns of Rd and Ru , respectively

C0 The conjunctive predicates involving columns in both Ru and Rd

α(C0) The columns involved in C0

G A+d = G Ad ∪ α(C0)− Rd , columns of Rd that participate in the join and grouping

F The set of all aggregation functions

Fd and Fu The members of F applied on AAd and AAu , respectively

FAA The resulting columns of the application of F on AA in the first grouping operation of the eager
strategy

Seg The set of segmentation of the attributes in GA

Segd and Segu The subsets of Seg for the attributes in GAd and G Au , respectively

N G Ad A set of columns in Rd

CNT The column with the result of Count(*) in the first aggregation operation of the eager approach

F AAd The set of columns, other than CNT, produced in the first aggregation operation of the eager
approach

Fua The duplicated aggregation function of Fu , for example, if
Fu(C1, C2, C3)=(SUM(C1), C OU N T (C2), M AX (C3)), then
Fua(C1, C2, C3, C N T ) = (SU M(C1) ∗ C N T, C OU N T (C2)*CNT, MAX(C3))

A ∼ B, A !∼ B A ∼ B denote that A and B belong to the same similarity group, and A! ∼ B denote the
opposite

from each operator. The join in the Lazy aggregation plan
processes a total of 7 tuples while the SGB node processes
5 tuples. In the Eager aggregation plan, all the tuples of T 1
get combined into one tuple in the bottom SGB node, and
the join and top SGB only need to process 3 and 1 tuples,
respectively.
TPC-H Example of Theorem 1: Cluster all the order dis-
counts around a set of discount levels of interest (DCNT
_LEVELS) and for each cluster report the sum of discounts
given by each clerk type. SQL queries representing the Lazy
and Eager plans are included below.

Lazy:
SELECT l_discount as DcntLevel,
o_clerkType, sum(l_discount)
FROM LINEITEM, ORDERS WHERE
l_orderkey=o_orderkey
GROUP BY o_clerkType,
l_discount AROUND DCNT_LEVELS;

Eager:
SELECT R.DcntLevel, o_clerkType, sum(R.SD)

FROM (SELECT l_discount as DcntLevel,
l_orderkey, sum(l_discount) as SD
FROM LINEITEM
GROUP BY l_orderkey,
l_discount AROUND DCNT_LEVELS) AS R,
ORDERS O
WHERE R.l_orderkey=o_orderkey
GROUP BY o_clerkType, R.DcntLevel;

4.4.2 Eager and Lazy transformations with group-by and SJ

Eager and Lazy aggregation transformations can be extended
to the case of SJ and group-by (Theorem 2).

Theorem 2 (Eager/Lazy Aggregation Main Theorem for
Group-by and SJ) The following two expressions:

E1. F[AAd , AAu]πA[G Ad , G Au, AAd , AAu]g[G Ad ,

G Au]σ [Cd ∧ Cu](Rd �̃�C0 Ru),
E2. πD[G Ad , G Au,FAA](Fua[AAu,CNT], Fd2[FAAd ])

πA[G Ad , G Au, AAu,FAAd ,CNT]g[G Ad , G Au]σ [Cu]
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GB

T1 T2

(G1,J1,S1) (G2,J2,S2)

SUM(S1) , SUM(S2) GB

T1

T2

(G1,J1,S1)

(G2,J2,S2)

SUM(SS1) , SUM(S2)*CNT

GB

SUM(S1 ) AS SS1, 
CNT

G1 , G2

G1 , G2

Eager Aggregation Lazy Aggregation 

G1 , J15 2

5

1

2

5

1

1

1

SELECT sum(S1), sum(S2) FROM T1, T2 WHERE 
J1 within 5 of J2 GROUP BY G1, G2

T1

1 11 5
1 11 10
1 11 5
1 11 5
1 11 5

G1 J1 S1

T2

1 11 5
2 20 10

G2 J2 S2

S

J1 within 
5 of J2

S

J1 within 
5 of J2

Fig. 30 Eager/Lazy aggregation with group-by and SJ

(((Fd1[AAd ],COUNT)πA[NGAd , G Ad
+, AAd ]

g[NGAd ]σ [Cd ]Rd)�̃�C0 Ru),

where �̃�C0 is kNN-Join, ε-Join, or Join-Around, are equiv-
alent under the same conditions as in Theorem 1.

Figure 30 illustrates Theorem 2. The SJ of the Lazy aggre-
gation plan processes a total of 7 tuples while the grouping
node processes 5 tuples. In the Eager plan, all the tuples of
T 1 get grouped into one tuple in the bottom group-by node,
and the SJ and top grouping operators only need to process
3 and 1 tuples respectively. In scenarios where T 1 has a sig-
nificant number of tuples with the same value of (G1, J1),
the optimizer will probably select the Eager plan.

4.4.3 Eager and Lazy transformations with SGB and SJ

The Eager and Lazy Aggregation transformations can be
extended to the case of SJ and SGB as shown in the next
theorem.

Theorem 3 (Eager/Lazy Aggregation Main Theorem for
SGB and SJ) The following two expressions:

E1. F[AAd , AAu]πA[G Ad , G Au, AAd , AAu]g[G Ad ,

G Au;Seg]σ [Cd ∧ Cu](Rd �̃�C0 Ru),
E2. πD[G Ad , G Au,FAA](Fua[AAu,CNT], Fd2[FAAd ])πA

[G Ad , G Au, AAu,FAAd ,CNT]g[G Ad , G Au;Segu]
σ [Cu](((Fd1[AAd ],COUNT)πA[NGAd , G Ad

+, AAd ]
g[NGAd;Segd ]σ [Cd ]Rd)�̃�C0 Ru),

where �̃�C0 is kNN-Join, ε-Join, or Join-Around, are equiv-
alent under the same conditions as in Theorem 1.

An example of the use of this theorem is presented in
Fig. 31. The numbers of tuples flowing in the pipelines are
similar to the ones of Fig. 30. Note that the bottom group-
ing node of the Eager approach merges tuples that have: (i)
the same value of J1 and (ii) values of G2 that belong to
the same similarity group. In this example, all the tuples of

SGB

T1 T2

(G1,J1,S1) (G2,J2,S2)

SUM(S1) , SUM(S2)
SGB

T1

T2

(G1,J1,S1)

SUM(SS1) , SUM(S2)*CNT

SGB

SUM(S1 ) AS SS1, CNT

G1 around {1,20}, 
G2 around {1,20}

Eager AggregationLazy Aggregation

5 2

5

1

5

1 2

1

1

SELECT sum(S1), sum(S2) FROM T1, T2 WHERE 
J1 within 5 of J2 GROUP BY G1 around {1,20}, G2 around {1,20}

T1

1 11 5
2 11 10
3 11 5
4 11 5
5 11 5

G1 J1 S1

T2

1 10 5
2 20 10

G2 J2 S2

S

S

J1 within 
5 of J2

J1 within 
5 of J2

G1,
G2 around {1,20}

G1 around
{1,20}, J1 (G2,

J2,S2)

Fig. 31 Eager/Lazy aggregation with SGB and SJ

SELECT e, f FROM E, F
WHERE EpsJoinPred(e,f) AND EpsSelPred(e)

E F

S

EpsSelPred(e)

EpsJoinPred(e,f)

SSS

E x F E x F
EpsSelPred(e)EpsJoinPred(e,f)

Fig. 32 Query with ε-Selection and ε-Join predicates

T 1 are merged even though they have different values of
G1.

4.5 Examples of the use of transformation rules

The equivalence rules presented earlier in this section can be
used to transform the conceptual evaluation plan of a simi-
larity query into more efficient equivalent plans. This section
presents examples of this type of query transformations.

Example 1 Figure 32 gives the SQL version of a similarity
query with ε-Selection and ε-Join predicates. The left plan in
this figure gives the conceptual evaluation plan of this query.
The right plan shows an equivalent plan with potentially bet-
ter execution time (since each relation is read only once and
the Similarity Selection is pushed below the Similarity Join).
The following steps show how the query expression of the
left plan can be transformed into the one of the right plan.

1. σθε 1(e, f )∩θε 2,C (e)(E × F).
2. ≡ σθε 1(e, f )(σθε 2,C (e)(E × F)), applying Rule R20.
3. ≡ σθε 1(e, f )((σθε 2,C (e)E)× F), applying Rule R82.
4. ≡ (σθε 2,C (e)E) ��θε 1(e, f ) F , applying Rule R110.

Example 2 Figure 33 gives the SQL expression of a simi-
larity query with two ε-Join predicates. The left plan is the
conceptual evaluation plan of the query while the right one
is an equivalent plan with potentially better execution time
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SELECT e, f, g FROM E, F, G
WHERE EpsJoinPred(e,f) AND EpsJoinPred(f,g)

E F

S

S

G
EpsJoinPred(e,f)

EpsJoinPred(f,g)

SS

E x F x G E x F x G
EpsJoinPred(e,f) EpsJoinPred(f,g)

Fig. 33 Query with multiple ε-Join predicates

SELECT e, f, g, h FROM E, F, G, H WHERE EpsSelPred1(e) AND 
EpsSelPred2(e) AND kNNSelPred1(f) AND kNNSelPred2(f) AND
EpsSelPred3(g) AND kNNSelPred3(g) AND EpsSelPred4(h) AND 
EpsSelPred5(h) AND kNNSelPred4(h) AND kNNSelPred5(h)

E H...

S

EpsSelPred1(e)  EpsSelPred2(e)  kNNSelPred1(f) 
kNNSelPred2(f)  EpsSelPred3(g)  kNNSelPred3(g) 
EpsSelPred4(h)  EpsSelPred5(h)  kNNSelPred4(h) 
kNNSelPred5(h)

EpsSelPred1(e)
S

S

EpsSelPred2(e)

E kNNSelPred1(f)
S S

kNNSelPred2(f)

F F

EpsSelPred3(g) 
S

S

kNNSelPred3(g) 

G

EpsSelPred4(h)
S

S
EpsSelPred5(h)

kNNSelPred4(h) S S
kNNSelPred5(h)

H H

Fig. 34 Query with multiple sim. selection predicates

(each relation is read only once and only the tuples that sat-
isfy the bottom SJ flow to the top SJ). The following steps
show the transformation of the left plan into the right one.

1. σθε 1(e, f )∩θε 2( f,g)((E × F)× G).
2. σθε 2( f,g)(σθε 1(e, f )((E × F)× G)), applying Rule R32.
3. σθε 2( f,g)((σθε 1(e, f )(E × F))× G), applying Rule R82.
4. σθε 2( f,g)((E ��θε 1(e, f ) F)× G), applying Rule R110.
5. (E ��θε 1(e, f ) F) ��θε 2( f,g) G, applying Rule R110.

Figures 34, 35, 36, 37 give examples of more complex
similarity query transformations. These examples also show
several key general transformation guidelines for similarity
query optimization.

Example 3 Figure 34 gives the transformation of a query
with multiple Similarity Selection predicates. This figure
illustrates that multiple ε-Selection operators over the same
attribute can be serialized. Multiple kNN-Selection opera-
tors cannot be serialized; they need to be executed inde-
pendently and their results combined using the intersection
operator. ε-Selection and kNN-Selection operations over the
same attribute can be serialized executing the kNN-Selection
operations first.

Example 4 Figure 35 gives the transformation of a query
with multiple ε-Join and SS predicates. This figure illustrates

SELECT e, f, g FROM E, F, G WHERE EpsJoinPred1(e,f) AND 
EpsJoinPred2(f,g) AND EpsSelPred1(e) AND EpsSelPred2(e) AND 
kNNSelPred1(e) AND kNNSelPred2(e) AND EpsSelPred3(f) AND 
EpsSelPred4(f) AND kNNSelPred3(f) AND kNNSelPred4(f) AND
EpsSelPred5(g) AND EpsSelPred6(g) AND kNNSelPred5(g) AND 
kNNSelPred6(g)

EpsJoinPred1(e,f) EpsJoinPred2(f,g)  EpsSelPred1(e)
EpsSelPred2(e)    kNNSelPred1(e)  kNNSelPred2(e) 
EpsSelPred3(f)  EpsSelPred4(f)  kNNSelPred3(f)
kNNSelPred4(f)  EpsSelPred5(g)  EpsSelPred6(g)
kNNSelPred5(g)  kNNSelPred6(g)

EpsSelPred1(e) 
S

S
EpsSelPred2(e)

kNNSelPred1(e)

S S
kNNSelPred2(e)

E

S

EpsSelPred3(f)
S

S
EpsSelPred4(f)

kNNSelPred3(f)

S S kNNSelPred4(f)

EpsJoinPred1(e,f)

S
EpsJoinPred2(f,g)

EpsSelPred5(g)
S

S
EpsSelPred6(g)

kNNSelPred5(g)
S S

kNNSelPred6(g)
G G

E
F F

E G...

S

Fig. 35 Query with multiple ε-Join and sim. sel. predicates

SELECT e, f FROM E, F WHERE kNNJoinPred(e,f) AND
EpsSelPred1(e) AND EpsSelPred2(e) AND kNNSelPred1(e) AND
kNNSelPred2(e) AND EpsSelPred3(f) AND EpsSelPred4(f) AND 
kNNSelPred3(f) AND kNNSelPred4(f)

kNNJoinPred(e,f)  EpsSelPred1(e)  EpsSelPred2(e)
kNNSelPred1(e)  kNNSelPred2(e)  EpsSelPred3(f)
EpsSelPred4(f)  kNNSelPred3(f)  kNNSelPred4(f)

E F...

S

EpsSelPred1(e)
S

SEpsSelPred2(e)

kNNSelPred1(e)
S S kNNSelPred2(e)

E E

S

F

kNNJoinPred(e,f)
kNNSelPred3(f)

S S
kNNSelPred4(f) 

E x F

EpsSelPred3(f) S

S
EpsSelPred4(f)

E x F

Fig. 36 Query with kNN-Join and sim. sel. predicates

that ε-Selection and kNN-Selection can be serialized with
ε-Join executing the SS first. Multiple ε-Join operations can
also be serialized, that is, the results of a join are sent to the
next one.

Example 5 Figure 36 gives the transformation of a query
with a kNN-Join and multiple SS predicates. This figure
illustrates that ε-Selection and kNN-Selection can be seri-
alized with the kNN-Join executing the SS first when they
are defined over the outer join attribute. ε-Selection defined
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SELECT e, f, g, h FROM E, F, G, H WHERE kNNJoinPred1(e,f) AND
kNNJoinPred2(f,g) AND kNNJoinPred3(e,g) AND EpsJoinPred(h,g) AND
EpsSelPred1(e) AND EpsSelPred2(e) AND kNNSelPred1(e) AND
kNNSelPred2(e)

S

F

kNNJoinPred1(e,f) E x F x G x H

kNNJoinPred1(e,f)  kNNJoinPred2(f,g)  kNNJoinPred3(e,g)
EpsJoinPred(h,g)  EpsSelPred1(e)  EpsSelPred2(e)
kNNSelPred1(e)  kNNSelPred2(e)

S
kNNJoinPred2(f,g)

S
EpsJoinPred(h,g)

SkNNJoinPred3(e,g) 

G

H

S

S
EpsSelPred2(e)

kNNSelPred1(e)
S SkNNSelPred2(e)

E E

EpsSelPred1(e)

E H...

S

Fig. 37 Query with multiple sim. join and sel. predicates

over the inner join attribute of a kNN-Join can be serialized
with the join operation executing the kNN-Join first. kNN-
Selection defined over the inner join attribute of a kNN-Join
cannot be serialized with the join operation. In this case, the
kNN-Join and kNN-Selection operations need to be evalu-
ated independently and the results combined using the inter-
section operation.

Example 6 Figure 37 gives the transformation of a generic
query with multiple Similarity Join and Similarity Selec-
tion predicates. This figure illustrates that multiple kNN-Join
operations can be serialized as long as the attributes of the
join predicates have a single direction. kNN-Join and ε-Join
can also be serialized executing the kNN-Joins first. Multiple
kNN-Join operations whose predicates do not have a single
direction need to be evaluated independently and the results
combined using the intersection operation.

4.6 Integration of rules into query optimizers

Several elements need to be considered to fully integrate
the proposed equivalence rules query optimizers.

Adding Rules to the Enumeration Framework Query opti-
mizers generate (enumerate) equivalent plans of a query
and select the one with the lowest estimated cost. Common
cost-based optimizers, for instance, systems based on the
Cascades [28] and Volcano [29] frameworks, combine two
steps: logical exploration and physical optimization. Logical
exploration applies transformation rules to generate logically
equivalent plans. Since the transformation rules for similarity
operators are extensions of similar rules for regular database

operators, they can be integrated into query optimizers in a
similar way to their non-similarity counterparts [27–29]. For
instance, to create an optimizer using the Cascades frame-
work, the associativity rule for ε-Join can be integrated as
a rule object similar to the one for the associativity rule of
regular join [28]. The physical optimization step transforms
the logical operators, for example, ε-Join, to physical opera-
tors associated with specific implementation algorithms, for
example, ε-Join can be implemented using the plane sweep
approach (Sect. 5.2) or the QuickJoin algorithm [11].

Cost Estimation The cost of a query plan is usually computed
based on the cost of individual physical operators. Both CPU
and I/O costs are commonly considered. The cost of an oper-
ator depends on its implementation algorithm and on prop-
erties of its input data, for example, cardinality. The costs of
the SGB and SJ implementations described in Sect. 5 are dis-
cussed in [1,2]. Cost estimation of similarity operators, par-
ticularly of range and kNN queries using index-based access
methods, has also been studied in [23,30].

Derivation of statistics Since the cost of each operator
depends on properties of its input data such as number of
tuples, frequency of values, etc., it is important to have for-
mulas to propagate these properties at every operator node.
The derivation of the number of tuples for the SGB and
SJ operators is discussed in [1,2]. The number of groups
of SGB-A and SGB-D can be estimated as the number of
tuples of the reference objects query. The number of groups
of SGB-U can be estimated as a fraction of the number of
different values of the grouping attribute. In the case of Join-
Around, the number of resulting tuples can be estimated as
the number of tuples in the inner input dataset. In the case
of ε-Join, more complex techniques, for example, employ-
ing histograms of the density of elements in metric spaces
[23] and using a sampling based algorithm that uses Local-
ity Sensitive Hashing [31], can be employed. The num-
ber of output tuples of the kNN-Join can be estimated as
(num_tuples_outer) × min(k, num_tuples_inner) while
the one of the kD-Join can be estimated as min(num_
tuples_outer × num_tuples_inner, k).

5 Implementing Similarity Operators

This section presents the main guidelines to implement
physical similarity operators in standard DBMSs. While
the definition of similarity operators, conceptual evaluation,
and transformation rules presented in previous sections are
applicable in general to any data type, the implementation
described in this section focuses on similarity operators for
numerical data. The presented implementation fulfills two
key goals: (i) showing that similarity database operators can
be efficiently realized and, more importantly, (ii) enabling the
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evaluation of transformation rules for similarity queries. The
implementation of similarity operators for other data types is
a task for future work. While the presentation is intended to
be applicable to any DBMS, some details refer to our imple-
mentation in PostgreSQL [1,2].

5.1 Implementing similarity Group-by operators

This subsection describes the implementation of SGB
instances as physical database operators. We present the main
changes at each stage of the query engine. Additional details
appear in [1].

The Parser The raw-parsing grammar rules, for instance,
the yacc rules in the case of PostgreSQL, are extended to
recognize the SQL syntax of the SGB instances. The parse-
tree and query-tree data structures are extended to include
information about the type and parameters of the similarity
grouping operations.

The Planner The regular aggregation node is extended to
support SGB. Each extended aggregation node is able to
process one similarity grouping attribute (SGA) and any
number of regular grouping attributes. Figure 38a gives the
structure of a plan tree with two SGAs a1 and a2. Sort nodes
are added on top of the data input plan trees and the reference-
points input plan trees. This order is assumed by the routines
that form the similarity groups. When multiple SGAs are
used, they are processed one at a time. In Fig. 38a, the bot-
tom aggregation node applies similarity grouping on a1 and
regular aggregation on a2, the result is further aggregated by
the top aggregation node that applies similarity grouping on
a2 and regular aggregation on a1.

The Executor The executor routine for the SGB operators
uses a single plane sweep approach to form the groups. The
tuples to be grouped and the reference points have been pre-
viously sorted and are processed simultaneously using a hash
table to maintain information of the formed groups. At any
time, a set of current groups is maintained, and each time
the sweeping plane reaches a tuple, the system evaluates

Agg (a2 around T2, a1), or
Agg (a2 delimited by T2, a1)

1. SELECT … FROM (T)    
GROUP BY a1 AROUND (T1),

a2 AROUND (T2)

Sort (a2)

T2

2. SELECT … FROM (T) 
GROUP BY a1 DELIMITED BY (T1),

a2 DELIMITED BY (T2)

Sort (T2.col)

Agg (a1 around T1, a2), or
Agg (a1 delimited by T1, a2)

Sort (a1)

T T1

Sort (T1.col)

Join-Around (c,d), or
Epsilon-Join 2 (c,d)

1. SELECT … FROM T1, T2, T3 
WHERE   T1.a AROUND T2.b AND

T2.c AROUND T3.d

Sort (c)

T3

2. SELECT … FROM T1, T2, T3 
WHERE   T1.a WITHIN 1 OF T2.b AND

T2.c WITHIN 1 OF T3.d

Join-Around (a,b), or
Epsilon-Join 1 (a,b)

Sort (a)

T1 T2

(b) Similarity Join

Sort (d)

Sort (b)

(a) Similarity Group-by

Fig. 38 Path/Plan trees with SGB and SJ operators

whether this tuple belongs to one of the current groups, does
not belong to any group, or starts a new set of groups.

5.2 Implementing Similarity Join operators

This subsection presents the main guidelines to implement
two SJ operators, ε-Join and Join-Around, as first-class
database operators. Further details are presented in [2]. One
of the goals of the implementation is to reuse and extend
already available routines and structures to minimize the
effort needed to realize these operators. The ε-Join and Join-
Around operators are implemented as extensions to the Sort
Merge Join (SMJ) operator and consider the case of multiple
SJ predicates over numeric data.

The Parser The raw-parsing grammar rules are extended to
recognize the syntax of the SJ predicates. The parse-tree and
query-tree data structures are extended to include the type
and parameters, for example, ε and MD, of SJ predicates.
The routines that transform the parse tree into the query
tree are updated accordingly to process the new parse tree
fields.

The Planner Figure 38b gives the structure of the plan tree
generated when two SJ predicates, a∼b and c∼d, are speci-
fied. Given that the implementation is based on Sorted Merge
Join, sort nodes that order by the SJ attributes are added on
top of the input plan trees. This order is assumed by the rou-
tines that find the similarity matches (links). When multiple
SJ predicates are specified, each predicate is processed by
one SJ plan node. The results of each node are pipelined to
the next node.

The Executor ε-Join and Join-Around are implemented
extending the routines that support the Sort Merge Join opera-
tor. This allows a fast and efficient implementation of both SJ
operators. The sorted tuples received from the input plans are
processed synchronously following a plane sweep approach.
The algorithms are coded in PostgreSQL in the fashion of
a state machine. Both ε-Join and Join-Around use the same
set of states employed by the Sorted Merge Join. The main
changes to implement the SJ operators are on the routine that
evaluates if there is a match between two tuples and on the
way the inner cursor is restored to a previous tuple to ensure
the correct generation of SJ links.

6 Performance evaluation

This section presents the performance evaluation of the
implemented similarity-aware operators as well as the eval-
uation of the effectiveness of several transformation rules.
The dataset used in the tests is based on the one specified by
the TPC-H benchmark [24]. The tables of reference points
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and queries used in the tests are presented in Table 3. The
default dataset scale factor (SF) is 5 (5GB). We use an exten-
sion of PostgreSQL that supports SGB and SJ implemented
as described in Sect. 5. All the experiments are performed on
an Intel Dual Core 1.83GHz machine (2GB RAM, Linux).

6.1 Performance evaluation of SGB

Figure 39 gives the execution time of several aggregation
queries for different dataset sizes. The key result is that the
execution times of all the queries that use Similarity Group-
by (SGB-X) are very close to the execution time of the regular

aggregation query GB. Even in the worst-case scenario rep-
resented by GB(SGB)_X, that is, queries that use SGB to
produce the same result as the regular group-by, the execu-
tion time of GB(SGB) is at most only 25 % bigger than that
of GB. Although, in general, it is not possible to produce the
output of SGB queries using only regular SQL operations,
this is feasible in some special cases, for example, SGB-A
without additional clauses. Figure 40 compares the execution
time of SGB-A with that of SGB(GB), a query that generates
the same output as SGB-A while using only regular operators.
The presented results show that the execution time and scala-
bility properties of the SGB query are much better than those

Table 3 Test reference points and queries

Tables of reference points

AccBalLevels1: 110 account balance values in the range of CUSTOMER.C acctbal [0,11000]

AccBalLevels2: 11000 account balance values in the range of CUSTOMER.C_acctbal [0,11000]

AccBalLevels3: All values used by C_acctbal

AccBalLevels4: 50*SF-1 points that partition C_acctbal’s domain in 50*SF segments of equal length. For SF=1: {-780,560,. . .,9780}

AccBalLevels5: 50*SF points that correspond to the center of the segments of RefPoints_1b. For SF=1: {-890,-670,. . .,9890}

RefDiscLevel: 5 discount levels. {0.010, 0.030,. . .,0.090}

Queries to evaluate SGB

GB SELECT c_acctbal count(c_acctbal), min(c_acctbal), max(c acctbal), sum(c acctbal), avg(c acctbal) FROM
CUSTOMER GROUP BY c acctbal

GB(SGB) <GB> AROUND AccBalLevels3

SGB-A <GB> AROUND AccBalLevels5

SGB(GB) SELECT count(R2.A), min(R2.A),max(R2.A),sum(R2.A), avg(R2.A) FROM (SELECT c_acctbal as A,
min(abs(c_acctbal - refpoint)) as B FROM C, AccBalLevels5 GROUP BY C.c_acctbal) as R1, (SELECT
c_acctbal as A, refpoint as C, abs(c_acctbal - refpoint) as B FROM C, AccBalLevels5) as R2 WHERE
R1.A=R2.A and R1.B=R2.B GROUP BY R2.C

SGB-A_MD SGB-A + ‘MAXIMUM_GROUP_DIAMETER 2r ′.r= 11000/(100*SF)

SGB-A_MS SGB-A + MAXIMUM_ELEMENT_SEPARATION 1

SGB-D <GB> DELIMITED BY AccBalLevels4

SGB-U_MD <GB> MAXIMUM_GROUP_DIAMETER d. d= 11000/(50*SF)

SGB-U_MS SGB-U MR using ‘MAXIMUM ELEMENT SEPARATION 1’ instead of ‘MAXI-
MUM_GROUP_DIAMETER d

’

Queries to evaluate SJ

SJ-JoinAround SELECT c custkey, C acctbal, refpoint FROM CUSTOMER, AccBalLevels1 WHERE C_acctbal AROUND
refpoint;

RegOps-JoinAround SELECT T1.c_custkey, T1.C_acctbal, T2.refpoint FROM (SELECT c_custkey, C_acctbal, min(dist) as
mindist FROM (SELECT c_custkey, C_acctbal, refpoint, abs(C_acctbal - refpoint) as dist FROM CUS-
TOMER, AccBalLevels1) AS C1 GROUP BY c_custkey, C_acctbal) AS T1, AccBalLevels1 T2 WHERE
R1.mindist = abs(T1.C_acctbal - T2.refpoint);

SJ-EpsJoin SELECT * FROM CUSTOMER, AccBalLevels1 WHERE C_acctbal WITHIN ε OF refpoint;

RegOps-EpsJoin SELECT * FROM CUSTOMER, AccBalLevels1 WHERE abs(C_acctbal - refpoint) <= ε;

Queries to evaluate transformation rules

AssocRule SELECT * FROM CUSTOMER, AccBalLevels1 R1, AccBalLevels2 R2 WHERE C acctbal WITHIN 11
OF R1.refpoint AND R1.refpoint WITHIN 11 OF R2.refpoint;

PushSel SELECT * FROM CUSTOMER, AccBalLevels1 R1 WHERE C acctbal WITHIN 11 OF refpoint AND
2200<C acctbal AND C_acctbal<=6600

LazySGB1, EagerSGB1 SELECT L.l discount as DcntLevel, O.o clerkType, sum(L.l_discount) FROM LINEITEM L, ORDERS O
WHERE L.l_orderkey=O.o_orderkey GROUP BY O.o_clerkType, L.l_discount AROUND RefDiscLevel

LazySGB2, EagerSGB2 (Lazy1, Eager1)+“AND O.o orderdate between ‘1994-06-17’ and ‘1995-06-17’ ” in WHERE clause

LazySJN, EagerSJN SELECT refpoint, sum(C_acctbal) FROM CUSTOMER Cust, AccBalLevelsN RN WHERE C_acctbal
WITHIN 11 OF refpoint GROUP BY refpoint
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Fig. 39 Performance of SGB while increasing dataset size
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Fig. 40 Generating similarity groups with group-by versus SGB

of the query that uses only regular SQL operators. The exe-
cution time of SGB(GB) grows from being 500 % bigger than
that of SGB-A for SF=1 to being 1,300 % bigger for SF=14.

6.2 Performance evaluation of SJ

Figure 41 gives the execution time of the SJ-JoinAround
query compared to the one of the RegOps-JoinAround query
that produces the same output using only regular operators.
The execution time of RegOps-JoinAround grows from being
about 20 times bigger than that of SJ-JoinAround for SF=1
to being about 200 times bigger for SF=8. The poor perfor-
mance of RegOps-JoinAround is due to a double nested loop
join in its execution plan in addition to the use of an aggrega-
tion operation. The Join-Around operator sorts each set once
and processes both sets synchronously.

Figure 42 gives the execution time of the SJ-EpsJoin query
compared to the one of the RegOps-EpsJoin query that pro-
duces the same output using non-similarity operators. The
results are presented for various values of ε. The value of
ε is a fraction of the domain range (0–11,000). This exper-
iment uses SF=1. The key result of this experiment is that
the SJ-EpsJoin query performs significantly better than the
RegOps-EpsJoin query for the important case of small values
of ε. For instance, when ε=1, the execution time of RegOps-
EpsJoin is 4.32 s. while the one of SJ-EpsJoin is 0.96 s. The
advantage of the ε-Join over the regular query gets reduced
as the value of ε increases. The performance of SJ-EpsJoin
is better for small values of ε because it generates shorter
restorations of the inner cursor. On the other hand, RegOps-
EpsJoin calculates the distance between all the combinations
of outer and inner tuples.
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6.3 Effectiveness of transformation rules

This section demonstrates experimentally that the use of the
equivalence rules for similarity queries can produce better
performing plans. Even though we evaluate a subset of the
rules, similar results can be obtained for the other presented
rules. Like in regular relational algebra rules, the effective-
ness of rules for similarity operators depends on the data. The
results presented in this section should be seen as examples of
what can be achieved using the proposed rules. The transfor-
mation rules for similarity operators are a core contribution
of this paper. While the tests in this section use numerical
data, the proposed rules could be used with operators that
support in general any data type.

Effectiveness of the Associativity Transformation
AssocRule_LHS and AssocRule_RHS in Fig. 43 represent the
query AssocRule executed using plans that correspond to the
LHS and RHS of Rule R102, respectively. The execution
time of AssocRule_RHS is 9.2% of that of AssocRule_LHS.
AssocRule_LHS joins (ε-Join) first Customer (C) and R2
generating 17,241,601 intermediate rows. The execution
time of AssocRule_RHS is much smaller because it joins
the two smaller tables (R1 and R2) first generating 2,519
intermediate rows.

Effectiveness of Pushing Selection below SJ PushSel_ LHS,
PushSel_RHS1, and PushSel_RHS2 in Fig. 44 represent the
query PushSel executed using plans that correspond to the
LHS and RHS of Rule R70, and the RHS of Rule GR13,
respectively. PushSel_LHS performs first the join (7,241,601
intermediate rows) and then the selection. In PushSel_RHS1
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the selection operation has been pushed to the outer join
input (300,872 intermediate rows). The execution time of
PushSel_RHS1 is 73% of the one of PushSel_LHS. In Push-
Sel_RHS2, the filtering benefit is improved by pushing the
selection to both join inputs. The execution time of Push-
Sel_RHS2 is 55% of the one of PushSel_LHS.

Effectiveness of Lazy and Eager Aggregation Transforma-
tions with SGB Figure 45 illustrates the use of the Eager
and Lazy Aggregation transformations with SGB (Theorem
1) using SF=1. LazySGB1 and EagerSGB1 are equivalent
queries. The execution time of EagerSGB1 is 13% smaller
than that of LazySGB1. The reason is that the similarity-
based pre-aggregation step of EagerSGB1 reduces signif-
icantly the number of tuples to be processed by the join
operator. LazySGB2 and EagerSGB2 are also equivalent
queries and are similar to LazySGB1 and EagerSGB1, respec-
tively, but only consider orders made in the past six months.
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Fig. 46 Effectiveness of Lazy/Eager aggregations with SJ

In this case, the execution time of LazySGB2 is 40% smaller
than that of EagerSGB2 because the join is more selective.

Effectiveness of Lazy and Eager Aggregation Transforma-
tions with SJ In Fig. 46, LazySJN and EagerSJN represent
equivalent queries that correspond to the expressions E1
and E2 of Theorem 2, respectively. The execution time of
EagerSJ1 is 35% of the one of LazySJ1. The advantage of the
Eager approach increases when the cardinality of the inner
input grows. EagerSJ2 has an execution time that is only 9%
of that of LazySJ2.

7 Conclusions and future work

The focus of this paper is the proposal and analysis of several
similarity database operators, and the thorough study of the
evaluation and optimization of similarity queries that com-
bine multiple similarity operators. We introduce a model for
the conceptual evaluation of similarity queries that clearly
specifies the way a similarity query should be evaluated even
if it has multiple similarity operations. We present a rich
set of transformation rules for similarity queries to trans-
form the conceptual evaluation plan into more efficient plans.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that transformation rules for
similarity queries can take advantage of special properties
of the similarity-aware operations and the involved distance
functions to enable more useful query transformations. We
also extend the important Eager/Lazy Aggregation transfor-
mation rules to the case of SGB and SJ. The experimental
evaluation of the proposed rules shows they are highly effec-
tive. We also show that similarity operators can be efficiently
implemented taking advantage of structures and mechanisms
already available in DBMSs. Paths for future work include
the study of (i) similarity operators for sensor data, (ii) cloud-
based similarity operators to analyze large datasets, and (iii)
similarity data warehousing operators.
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Appendix: Similarity-aware transformation rules

See Table 4.
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Table 4 Transformation rules for similarity-aware operators—instances of generic rules
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